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Essay:

Practical diversity

Why a socio-technical perspective on communication must lead to standardisation and a practical perspective might prevent it; with illustrations from the field of science communication

Abstract: The widespread understanding of human communication as a socio-technical activity and the equally widespread commitment to diversity do not add up, this essay argues. It is suggested that the classical notion of praxis offers a wider framework that might serve to delimit standardisation and further diversity. Illustrations are drawn from the discourse on science communication, and particular attention is paid to challenges that relate to the role of science in knowledge societies.
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Understandings of human communication as a socio-technical activity are widespread in academic discourse. At the same time, there is an equally widespread commitment to diversity, and many regard standardisation as a problem. It is, however, hard to see how a socio-technical perspective on communication can lead to anything but standardisation and, thus, to a reduction of diversity.

Whether such standardisation should be considered advantageous or not depends on the context and the substance of the issues in question. Communication on purely technical matters may benefit from standardisation, while standardised communication procedures are likely to distort exchanges on complex, societal issues. The very use of a socio-technical perspective tends, however, to prevent a preoccupation with substance and context. In effect, the assessment of whether or not particular cases are suited to standardised and standardising procedures is prevented. Wholesale standardisation may be the net result.

The classical concept of praxis, on the other hand, comes with a distinction between technical and practical reason and case by case connects the latter to a preoccupation with substance. This essay, therefore, suggests that a re-introduction of the concept into current work on communication in general – and on science communication in particular – might serve to delimit standardisation.

The socio-technical perspective

The technical perspective or techne comes from the sphere of production. Technical reason concerns the control of things and is strongly present in art as well as in technical science. Because of the use of force on objects that is inherent to technical procedures, classical thinkers, it has been argued, feared techne as a possible threat to the freedom of public, political life [1]. Still, the artists’ use of creative force resulted (and results) in unique products.

In today’s technical sciences that are intimately connected to mass production, the logic of control is expressed as an aim of standardisation. That aim, in turn, can be seen as the technical equivalent to the religious concept of (universal) truth and its secularised version: the scientific concept of episteme (derived from a classical name-sake).
The twin concepts of *techne* and *episteme* constitute the bases of the academic science tradition (as distinct, for instance from the wider tradition of *Wissenschaft*) as it has evolved and expanded since the seventeenth century. The development has been marked by a continuous stress on science as technical by definition, but also by a continuous struggle regarding the relationship between the technical aims of understanding natural mechanisms in order to achieve control over things, and the epistemic aims of uncovering universal truth(s).

At the outset, the relationship between *techne* and *episteme* was assumed to be harmonious and to form the basis of scientific unity. In that traditional monistic shape – ascribing, in a straightforward way, epistemic value to understandings of natural mechanisms and the development of technical procedures – science is committed to searching for universal, unequivocal answers and solutions that can be applied regardless of the specific context and substance of issues. There is an aim for the reduction of complexity and diversity. Thus, *Homo faber* is adverse to the open-endedness and inherent pluralism of human language [2]. The latter feature, which is of particular significance to the study of communication, has been prominent since the dawn of modern natural and social science [3, 4, 5].

In monistic schemes, however, dualism is never far away. The focus on universal truth and unity is accompanied by a polarising tendency. Accordingly, the tradition of science abounds with assumed dichotomies, partly inherited from medieval scholasticism. The material versus the spiritual; facts versus values; facts versus emotions; objectivity versus subjectivity; observation versus participation; cynicism versus moralism; realism versus idealism; practice versus theory; and consensus versus conflict are just a few examples of assumed widespread dichotomies which have informed different interpretations of, and scientific infighting concerning, the relationship between the twin founding concepts of science – which may even be taken to constitute a dichotomy of *techne* versus *episteme*. In such a case, questions of precedence and dominance arise.

The science-critique generated by the student movements of the 1960s and 70s is a relatively recent example of a dualistic turn [6, 7, 8] within the science tradition. Demanding that *techne* be subordinated to higher (epistemic) aims it is likely to have informed the past half-century’s expansion of the technical-scientific perspective to encompass ever more walks of life.

When expanded from encompassing only physical objects to including human relations the technical perspective becomes a socio-technical perspective. Humankind, then, is observed – from the position of an outside observer – as one of the animal species that live in groups. This position facilitates that mechanisms relating to status, power relations and aggression or to the degree of distance or intimacy within or between groups become visible, and the perspective is frequently accompanied by a particular concern with questions relating to social (in)equality [9] and/or to consensus and conflict within or between groups. Furthermore, human groups appear to the observer as possible targets of technical intervention or social engineering aimed at affecting the social relations or mechanisms of or between groups.

Along such lines, understandings of the study of communication as a socio-technical science have been widely taken for granted since communication was introduced as an academic topic. Those understandings, again, seem connected to the interrelated interpretations of technology as the extension of man, and of man as some kind of mechanical apparatus [10].

Traditional socio-technical approaches carry incentives for intervention, to discipline, to control, to bring into line, to create order out of chaos. Incentives to intervene for any purposes other than the purely experimental seem on the other hand absent in some more recent socio-technical approaches, popular for instance in the Science and Technology Studies community [11, 12].

The latter approaches are critical to features of traditional technical-scientific thought such as aims of reducing complexity and diversity, and assumed dichotomies such as nature versus society.
The attempts to obviate dichotomies, however, seem distorted by a *de facto* adherence to the very framework of thought that shaped dichotomies in the first place, taking, or so it seems, all distinctions to be of a dichotomic nature. In effect, the dissolution of dichotomies comes at the cost of the renouncement of any ability to distinguish between different qualities.

The overall outcome appears to stand traditional values on their head and to represent a renewed, but somewhat twisted idea of the unity of science: the absence of order, for instance, is celebrated and the claim that science is good for society is replaced by the claim that there is no such thing as society (for an account of the early history of such turns, see [13]). Nature and society, then, become one. Furthermore, no distinctions are made between humans, (other) animals and things, all of which are perceived as actors in the sense of actants that participate in endless, natural processes of negotiations, tests and trials, deprived of any meaning or ethical significance. Socio-technical scientists may, thus, observe and record those processes in the same way that chemical processes may be observed and recorded.

Some features, it appears, are shared by all socio-technical varieties. Prominent among these are the position as outside observers of human affairs, and a normative stance of anti-normativity, connected to an assumed dichotomy of facts versus values and to the belief that humans, as seekers of knowledge, can and should avoid making any judgements. Traditional socio-technical approaches allow that ethics may be added on, as long as they do not affect the factual knowledge claims. To the above-mentioned more recent socio-technical approaches, there appears to be no such thing as ethical values.

**Science communication as a socio-technical activity**

Seen as a socio-technical activity, communication can be viewed as the final link in an assumed production line which includes a social relationship between producers and consumers. Communication, thus, is seen as a kind of transport operation. In the following discussion we will call this the traditional approach. As an example of a more recent approach, communication may be perceived as just another step in an endless series of negotiations, tests and trials between actants. Within the field of science communication, the traditional understanding has prevailed for decades. Working within a convention of science transmission [14], science communicators have been seen as disseminators and ascribed the task of transporting scientific knowledge, viewed as products and goods for possession, distribution and consumption, to a lay public of consumers [15]. Metaphors – such as production, construction, consumption, toolboxes and effective communication – have been borrowed from the sphere of production. And scientific ‘producers’ and lay ‘consumers’ of knowledge have been widely perceived according to an assumed dichotomy of facts versus feelings. The use of emotional appeal and dramatisation in order to achieve fascination in lay audiences, thus, have generally been taken to be crucial elements of science communication methods, techniques and guidelines [16].

The overall transportation simile encourages the potential use of identical recipes, not only regardless of the context and substance of individual cases, but also to serve different and even to some extent conflicting purposes such as *marketing* (selling particular scientific outcomes or institutions), *missionary activities* (spreading the gospel of science) or *democratisation* (seeing scientific knowledge as a good that ought to be equally shared by all).

As a rule, the social perspective facilitates communicative approaches that address distinct social groups marked by shared sociological features which can be observed from the outside, such as age, education, ethnicity, income, gender, nationality or occupation. In science communication, however, the above distinction between the social categories of scientific knowers and lay non-knowers has been pervasive. Such framing, in turn, facilitates the concept that science communication can or should be viewed as a social relationship between elites and the masses of
so-called ordinary people or average citizens. Thus, it connects to one of the staples of Western social thought: the assumption of a dichotomy between the economic, intellectual and/or political elites or power holders, and the people, perceived as the masses [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].

Guided by an interpretation of the scientist-cum-knowledge-producer as a holder of power, the recently introduced concept of scientific citizenship [23, 24] is a current example of attempts along those lines to come to terms with the advent of knowledge societies that are pervaded by science in all walks of life [25]. The notion is accompanied by a suggestion that the citizenry at large should be enabled – supported, it seems, by social scientists – to adopt a scientific framework of thought so that they may confront scientists as holders of knowledge powers. There is an aim of inclusion. Underneath that aim there seems, however, to be an unspoken assumption that science constitutes, and must perforce constitute, the wider entity in the science-society relationship: not science, but citizens need to be integrated.

Bottom-up egalitarian aims of inclusion and top-down hierarchical aims of behavioural control are examples of widespread socio-technical aims of current science communication. Both share the above unspoken assumption and the perspective of an outside observer and potential operator of human affairs. Traditional aims of behavioural control – conspicuous, for instance, in the shape of attempts to persuade the public to obey scientific life-style guidelines – appear as straightforward technocratic attempts to discipline the lay masses of non-knowers. The understanding of those lay masses of non-knowers as possible objects of standardised and standardising socio-technical intervention seem, however, also to be present in aims of inclusion. Some more recent socio-technical approaches, originating from actor-network theory, appear to lack or to be unwilling to admit to having any other agenda than to observe and record social and other natural processes as exchange of matter – the latter Hobbesian terminology [3] seems appropriate here – between actants. Renouncing a priori categories and framing any kind of editing as deplorable censorship, those approaches seem to be returning to some of the key stances of the earliest representatives of modern science, renowned for their peculiar combination of a clever use of rhetoric and confessions to “things, not words” [5, 26].

The knowledge society challenges
The socio-technical perspective facilitates perceptions of and approaches to science communication as transport operations and/or as processes of social positioning that allow the fittest and most powerful to dominate. There is a focus on natural mechanisms, power relations included. Where, now, does that take us with respect to present challenges?

Currently, scientific enquiry plays a crucial role in relation to vast, complex and controversial societal issues such as biotechnology, climate change, food production, environmental protection and human fertilisation, to name but a few. In these contexts, approaches to science communication as a socio-technical activity – and, thus, as even more applied science – seem inadequate.

Social analysis directs attention to participants in communication and can indeed be helpful in deliberation about, for instance, social barriers that may hamper participation in debates about science- and technology-related issues. It does, however, divert attention from the substance of issues.

Similarly, the transport and production metaphors do indeed make sense when applied to technical questions – such as how a new gadget works and must be operated or how a tsunami occurs and may be measured – and to technical aspects of more complicated issues. For something to be transported, however, it must be pre-packaged. Transportation only takes place when production has been completed. Closure is presupposed and uncertainty comes to be seen as a particular challenge [27]. The transport metaphor, thus, only works if scientists have the final say.
In the context of doubt and disagreement it breaks down and may even generate polarised science wars [28].

The interpretational framework of production, producers and consumers, in other words, furthers neither the inclination nor the ability of scientists to contribute to an open public debate on complex societal issues. Within that framework, the traditional scientific commitment to sceptical and critical discussion remains restricted to internal communication between peers [29, 16]. But as science continues to expand, that restriction is likely to undermine the political institution of public discussion on public affairs – a prospect that renders some topicality to the warning issued by Hannah Arendt several decades ago about “the disintegration of all political institutions that preceded the great catastrophes of the thirties” [30].

The technical perspective as such is bound to facilitate technical approaches and to discourage reflection on whether or not, or to which extent, issues should indeed be considered to be technical in the first place. Ethical reflection and consideration of the limitations of the technical perspective must be made from other positions. Societies pervaded by science and, thus, by technical perceptions and approaches, therefore, need other perspectives in order to be able to deal with technical perceptions and approaches.

The extension of a technical perspective into a socio-technical one does not help. Rather, it disallows addressing the public as a citizenry in the classical sense: as a diverse plurality of individual citizens who are only bound together by shared responsibility for public affairs and by the human capacity for thought and speech that marks out humans as political animals. That definition, in fact, is directly at odds with the way social groups are defined; namely by reference to shared social features and, thus, to homogeneity. Moreover, there is no way the classical understanding of the citizenry can be verified by observation of social relations. From a socio-technical perspective, therefore, the public as a citizenry in the classical sense seems not to exist. But that raises the question of how political life and democracy, perceived as more than mere social competition and power play, may be maintained in today’s knowledge societies?

**The classical notion of praxis**
The classical notion of *praxis* [31, 32, 33] offers another and wider framework of and for thought. The idea of humans as political animals is connected to the notion of *praxis*. According to Aristotle, human life is not production, but action (*praxis*) [34]. Life as *praxis*, including politics as the highest form of *praxis*, is uncertain and complex: The world is inhabited by a plurality of human beings, all representing different perspectives on human affairs: universal truth belongs in another sphere. Not least because of that diversity of humans, consequences of actions cannot be foreseen: possibilities for control belong in the technical sphere of production.

As political animals, however, human beings have been ascribed the interrelated capacities of thought and speech and, thus, action. Therefore, public discussion between multiple points of view – as in today’s political institution of public discussion (*Öffentlichkeit*) – is considered pivotal to the life of humans as political beings. It is the political mode [35] of civilised living-together and is seen as a form of enquiry [36] into public issues and questions which can neither be solved by technical means nor, for that matter, answered by religion.

Crucial elements of action as *praxis* include the assumption that only humans (as distinct from other animals and gods) have the capacity to act, because only humans have the interrelated capacities for thought and speech. Action as *praxis* differs from production in the sense that it is connected (more or less consciously) to purposes, but has no object and is not aimed at gaining control, but at dealing with diversity, uncertainty and unpredictability as human conditions. Thus, action as *praxis* is constituted by a combination of freedom, related to thought and speech, and limitations related to diversity, uncertainty and unpredictability. It follows that the consequences of
actions cannot be foretold and that actions cannot be undone or withdrawn. Against that background, the need to actually make use of the human capacity for thought and speech – for communication, if you like – seems imperative.

The distinction between production and praxis is intricate: production is, at the same time, a form of praxis and at odds with the conditions of diversity, uncertainty and unpredictability. From a technical point of view, one may build a house and tear it apart again, but the actions of having built the house and tearing it apart cannot be undone. Furthermore, the builder of course aims at – and usually succeeds in – controlling his object, so that the house does not fall apart, but there is no absolute certainty. Technical activities take place within the wider framework of praxis even though the conditions of that framework may not be recognised by producers as technical reasoners. They might, on the other hand, place their technical reasoning within a wider framework of practical reasoning and thereby become less vulnerable to hubris.

Practical reason or phronesis corresponds to the notion of praxis and signifies a worldly, temporal and personal kind of reason. Case by case it draws on past experience and aims at future action while including, at the same time, ethical and factual assessments of the conditions for action. To that form of reason, thus, thought and action, and knowledge and ethics, are interconnected. Characteristically, in classical thought phronesis was considered an intellectual virtue and the general use of thick concepts – which include descriptive and normative aspects at the same time [37] – can be seen as a constitutive phronetic element.

This ancient, three-dimensional and therefore non-dichotomic approach to human affairs and communication has been largely ignored in the evolution of the field of communication science since the end of the Second World War. The classical notions were revived by humanists during the renaissance, but then passed over by science [38]: the renunciation of the Aristotelian distinction between production and praxis can be found as early as the mid-seventeenth century in the writings of Thomas Hobbes [3].

In the 1940s – in the early childhood, that is, of today’s communication science – the American sociologist Robert K. Merton struggled to understand and pinpoint the differences between American “mass communications research” and what he called the “the European species” of “Wissenssoziologie” or “the sociology of knowledge”. Firmly rooted in the American, Anglo-Saxon science tradition – the origins of which he saw in the marketplace – Merton was bemused by the humanist approaches of the Europeans. He noted that while American social scientists depended on an abundance of techniques in order to secure the reliability of their data, to the European sociologist of knowledge “the very term research technique has an alien and unfriendly ring”. The Europeans, he found, were prone to declare that other scholars probably would have ended up with quite different interpretations of the material at hand. In Merton’s analysis, the European approaches were marked by a commitment to “diversity of interpretation” and “an aversion to standardizing observational data and the interpretation of the data”. That simply did not make sense to American social scientists with their commitment to the achievement of consensus [29].

Seven decades on, the understandings that Merton connected to American mass communications research appear to have retained their status as the backbone of the study of communication and of social study at large. Attempts have been made within the field of American pragmatism to integrate crucial elements of the notion of praxis, such as its relativity, into scientific thought [39], but the technical-scientific scheme has been maintained as the baseline.

As an overall consequence of the above developments, the classical notion of praxis, concerned specifically with the world of human affairs, has been engulfed by techne and production metaphors. Correspondingly, practical reason has been submerged under technical rationality; the distinction between ethical reflection on the one hand and moralism based on absolute values on the
other, has become blurred; and politics has come to be widely perceived as no more than a type of socio-technical activity.

**Science communication as praxis**

Useful as it is for many purposes, the scientific framework (as defined by the socio-technical perspective and the logic of production) is likely to increase standardisation and prevent diversity when applied prescriptively to communication and other human affairs. It comes with techniques, toolboxes and ideals of unambiguous language. It suits the transportation of information, but does not cater for communication as discussion between different points of view, and can be seen as particularly ill-suited to current science communication — that is: to the task of dealing with outcomes of enquiries that have been based, precisely, on technical perspectives and frequently concern complex societal issues. The science communication discourse seems, however, to be trapped in an understanding of science- and technology-related issues as scientific issues by definition.

The wider framework of *praxis*, on the other hand, comes with a pluralistic understanding of human reality. It is not, therefore, at odds with the open-endedness of human language that allows multiple interpretations to unfold; and its case-by-case approach directs attention to the context and substance of individual instances. That, again – supported by the distinction between technical and practical issues – may facilitate different cases being treated differently.

From a practical point of view it is not a given that science- and technology-related issues shall be seen and debated purely or predominantly as scientific issues. There are more options. Importantly, some such issues may be regarded as political issues with significant scientific elements. The task of science communication, then, becomes one of integrating science into a wider and more complex societal sphere [32] and of introducing the issues into an ongoing public discussion that must include a multiplicity of perspectives on public affairs. To the science communicator as a practical reasoner, then, aspects of uncertainty and diversity – including, of course, disagreement – become crucial.

There is no denying that approaches to science communication as *praxis* are more demanding than approaches to science communication as merely a socio-technical activity. Practical reason is more demanding than technical reason. It is not aimed at making life easy, but presupposes that life is difficult. It cannot be converted into techniques, but emphasises the virtue of good judgement in reasoners.

If seen from a social perspective, that kind of emphasis might well be considered elitist [40]. From a practical point of view, critiques along such lines should neither be rejected nor accepted at face value, but be attended to in the general discussion of the role of science in society.

While science, as defined by the socio-technical perspective, has expanded and come to be ever more concerned with practical, political issues proper in the classical sense, the ability to even think in terms of *praxis* and politics in their own rights has been substantially weakened. At the same time, the socio-technical scheme has become almost invisible as a particular framework of and for thought and action, suited to some, but hardly to all challenges to humankind.

One of the main challenges to today’s knowledge societies is how to cope with the expansion of science while maintaining a public and political life marked by diversity and pluralism. One possible response might be that in the first place the expansion of science be dealt with as a practical, political challenge, rather than as merely a socio-technical one. To that purpose, the possible re-introduction of the notions of *praxis* and practical reason into the discourse on communication in general and science communication in particular offers a non-scientific, but far
from anti-scientific, framework which might serve both to sustain and delimit the role of science in society.
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